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Even for those who prefer a super-matte

makeup application, a glowy pop of glint

on the skin is occasionally welcome.

MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA,

March 28, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Even for those who prefer a super-

matte makeup application, a glowy pop

of glint on the skin is occasionally

welcome. Many makeup users achieve

that glow by using highlighter makeup.

Viseart experts claim that highlighter

does more than add a glamorous

strobe of shine. When the light hits the

cheekbones, it also "lifts" the features

and emphasizes certain parts of the

face. Even if one doesn't wear makeup,

a touch of face highlighter makeup is a

foolproof way to bring out one's

natural beauty.  

If one wants to achieve a dreamy highlighter application, keep the following tips in mind. While

there are no rules in makeup, there are techniques to make the most of the look. Whether one

prefers a soft and subtle glow or a drenched shimmer look, knowing how to apply the highlighter

makeup is helpful in achieving the desired glowy complexion. 

Here Are the Five Ideal Beauty Spots on the Face for Applying Highlighter and Glow 

A face highlighter powder is a multi-purpose cosmetic that can be used to draw attention to the

face, "raise" the shape of the bones and improve skin tone for a lit-from-within look. 

The Brow Bone 

Brows that have been appropriately brushed and shaped look absolutely stunning. A bit of
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highlighter powder strategically applied on the brow bone can also help the brow game. It will

make the eyes look brighter and more youthful while emphasizing the brow bone by adding

definition and depth. 

Inner Corner of the Eyes 

The most attention-seeking part of the face is a simple place to draw attention. Applying light-

colored, shimmery highlighter makeup on the inner corners of the eyes with a tiny brush can

quickly brighten the area around the eyes, giving them a larger, rested appearance. 

The Tip of the Nose 

Draw attention to the nose. The tip is the highest point on the face, and illuminating it would

draw attention to the facial features! Draw a thin line all the way down from the tip of the nose.

However, it should not be too thick. 

Cheek Bones 

As the cheeks are where the face naturally glows, a highlighter blusher is a splendid way to draw

attention to the bone structure. To frame the eyes, draw two "C" shapes on the apples of the

cheeks, facing inward. 

Cupid's Bow 

To draw attention to the lips, dab a tiny amount of highlighter in the cupid's bow (a tiny dimpling

above the upper lip), in a V-shape, or simply along the upper lip lining. 

5 Reasons Why Any Makeup Application Is Woefully Insufficient Without A Highlighter: 

Gives A New Look 

A highlighter is on every woman's side if one has had a sleepless night and want to look lit from

within the next day. It will not only conceal problem areas but also instantly brighten the face!

Another way to look younger is to apply highlighter to the corners of the eyes to make them

appear brighter and larger. 

Get Youthful Skin 

Applying a highlighter to the high points of the face, like temples, bridge of the nose,

cheekbones, and cupid's bow adds dimension while brightening the skin, instantly making it look

more youthful.  

Minimize Dark Circles 



Another reason to use a highlighter is to lessen the appearance of dark under-eye circles.

Highlighters, unlike concealers, are not intended to conceal flaws and should not be used in this

manner. Highlighters can, however, be used in conjunction with concealer to help brighten and

perk up other areas of the eye! If the eyes are puffy, try using them in the inner corner or

beneath the brow bone. 

Highlight The Best Features  

Highlighter is applied to the face's high points, such as the cheekbones, brow bones, forehead,

chin, and cupid's bow. Using a highlighter on these points, the face gains dimension,

accentuating the facial features. There's nothing a highlighter can't do!  

Make The Lips Look Fuller 

Highlighter is an excellent product if women want their lips to look instantly plumper without

using plumping lipstick or visiting an aesthetician. Put a little highlighter on the cupid's bow and

blend it into the upper lips. This will make the lips appear more prominent and plumper and

fuller. 

Get Glass Skin 

K-drama has distracted everyone because of the flawless skin of the actress. While regular

skincare takes care of the permanent glow, here's a cheat sheet to help achieve that glass-skin

look. Mix Viseart highlighter into the foundation and blend it in. Then, using the same

highlighter, go over the high points of the face to create a reflective effect. Highlighter price is

not only affordable, but it's the most important product for a glass skin makeup look. 

Makeup Highlighter Palette Is All Any Woman Needs This Winter!  

A face highlighter is the simplest way to lift and enhance the features. It provides a luminous

glow and assists in achieving a trendy dewy base. Highlighter is the finishing touch to any

stunning makeup look. Apply Viseart highlighter to the cheekbones, beneath the brows, in the

inner corners of the eyes, and above the cupid's bow to draw attention that naturally catches the

light and accentuates the features. Go ahead and choose a face highlighter to flaunt that natural-

looking sheen!
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